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A: Here is the for your requirements Q: AWS Elastic MapReduce Master Node I'm doing a project with Amazon Elastic
MapReduce on PHP and I need to add a Master Node. I read the docs and on there they mention you can add a Master
Node by setting the "task-shed" property to zero, but what does that exactly mean? and how do I set it? A: If the task-shed
property is set to zero, then the job scheduler will use the API (rather than the S3 Accelerate API) when it assigns a task to
a machine. This can save you some latency if you're running on EC2 because you might have to wait for the S3 request to
reach the data center, as opposed to the much faster EC2 API. I suggest reading over the AWS documentation regarding
the task-shed property in the User Guide: You'll want to set this property to one when you do an API call that touches the
task's resource data. For example, if you had a Hive table that needed to be queried, you could set the task-shed property to
one. Here's an example using an S3 command to write data to an EMR managed S3 task's resource: The code example
would look like this: $client = new S3Client(array( 'version' => '2008-10-08', 'region' => 'us-east-1' )); // Set the resource
data access property to 'task' $command['data']['type'] ='s3'; $command['data']['resource'] = '/'; // Set the task-shed
property to one $command['data']['task-shed
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